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On April 30, a series of coordinated demonstrations
against

nuclear

power,

modeled

on

specialist Brian Jenkins.

the

anti-war

added

"nuclear

of rising intensity, carried out under the cover provided

terrorist" elements, will begin at six or more locations.

by a "mass protest movement," and backed up by

The main event will be a "civil-disobedience" occupation

feature newspaper reportage, essentially psychological

in Seabrook, New Hampshire at the construction site of a
nuclear power station.

that nuclear terrorism could actually be carried out by

movement

of

the

1960s,

but

with

Demonstrations to support the Seabrook "occupation"
are planned for the Diablo Canyon nuclear plant in
California; the Trojan reactor near Portland, Oregon;

The scenario begins with a series of terrorist incidents

conditioning. The population is conditioned to believe
an isolated group of fanatics; the media has omitted
mention of those facts of operational scale, expertise,
and funding which prove a priori that such an incident

the Palo Verde nuclear plant in Wintersburg, Arizona;

could only occur with the full knowledge and complicity

the Caloway nuclear facility near Fulton, Missouri; and

of the National Security Council, probably using Interpol

the Enrico Fermi nuclear power station in Monroe,

and Institute for Policy Studies networks.

Michigan.
These demonstrations, the start of an ongoing series of
international "direct action" attacks on nuclear energy,

Command Structure

Laurence Rockefeller's Natural Resources Defense

are modeled on last year's aborted July 4th Bicentenial
terrorism, which was cancelled, had been organized by

Council (NRDC) is the primary overseer of this nuclear

Marcus Raskin, Noam Chomsky, Richard Barnett and

composed of the World Federalist Movement headed by

others; it was planned to be series of "snowballing"

Rockefeller CIA agent Cord Meyer. Both these groups

terrorist incidents, merely beginning July 4th. At that

have supplied extensive back-up to the New England

leading members of the Institute for Policy Studie s,

terrorist network, backed up by the Friends of the Earth
(FOE),

an

"environmentalist"

intelligence

network

time a National Security Council controller, General

based "Clamshell Alliance" which is directly running

William

Yarborough,

"inevitably"

described

escalating

to

the

"nuclear

situation

as

and monitoring all of the demonstrations in the country.

terrorism."

A

Anthony Roissman, leading anti-nuclear lawyer for the

mobilization to expose the plan, led by the U.S. Labor

NRDC, appeared as a featured speaker at a Clamshell,

Party, made the nature of the operation clear to honest

FOE,

law enforcement officials defusing the situation.

organized to build for the action at the Seabrook reactor

Many of the same Maoist, anarchist and "zombie"

"radical"

economist

from

Harvard

in

mid-March,

cupiers. The NRDC and several leaders of the Clamshell

of James Schlesinger, and the People's Bicentennial
by

at

Roissman as the hired attorney of the Seabrook oc

Chomsky, the noted former Rand Corporation associate
run

forum

site. More recently, the New York Times has identified

elements involved in the July 4th Coalition of Noam

Commission

sponsored

Alliance were deployed into West Germany in February

the

and early March of this year to help the Friends of the

Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy, Jeremy Rifkin,

Earth networks there prepare for their subsequent wave

are now at the center of the emerging anti-nuclear
"radical ecology" movement. The same tightly con

of anti-nuclear demonstrations
and
bloody con
frontations with police in Brockdorf, Wyhl, Grohnde and

trolled leadership structure

planners and

elsewhere. These actions have been followed up with

controllers through to the gutter-level terrorists are now

bombings, arson and other forms of industrial sabotage

from

the

"ecology freaks."

against companies with contracts to supply parts and

eq uipment for nuclear facilities.

"Nuclear terrorism," of course, is impossible without
multi-million dollar complicity by a federal government a

Institute for

gency or related private intelligence capability. The notion

Policy

Studies terrorist groups have

received their instructions regarding nuclear facilities,

"nuclear terrorism" was developed in connection with

specifically

an

through a new international terrorist communication

economic

warfare

(against

industrial

growth)

in

support of

the

Seabrook occupation,

scenario in the early 1978s by the Ford Foundation, Rand

newspaper, Open Road published in Vancouver, British

Corporation and Mitre Corporation, the Wall Street think

Columbia, the location of a collective of fugitive U.S.

tanks. The scenario was first publicly aired by a former

terrorists of the Weather Underground including Joanna

Los Alamos weapons designer, Theodore Taylor, then

Zilsel and probably Kathy Boudin. Open Road is typical

working for the Ford Foundation.

His version was

of previous above-ground terrorist publications such as

refined and elaborated by David Rosenbaum, who now

the Weather Underground Osawatomie, the New World

works for the General Accounting Office, in a Mitre
Corporation report, and the Rand Corporation terrorism

Liberation
.

Front's TUG (The Urban Guerilla) and
Prairie Fire, the journal of the Weathermen's aboveCOUNTERINTELLIGENCE
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I

ground

support

group,

the

Praire

Fire

Organizing

Committee, which was a part of the July 4th Coalition.
Open Road serves to centralize information on the
activities of the zombie terrorist groups internationally
and includes letters of support from every major in
ternational IPS terrorist group,
Liberation Army

and

jailed

including the Black

Symbionese

Liberation

Army FBI control-agent Emily Harris.
The April 30 demonstrations

and

"direct action"

events still in the planning stages are to feed into the
national conference of the July 4th Coalition scheduled
for the end of May. This conference is to include a major
workshop on "resisting the threat of nuclear disaster"

of 38 local groups spread across five New England
states:

Maine, New Hampshire, Massachusetts, Con

necticut and Vermont. The Clamshell Alliance is the pilot
project for the emerging "radical ecology" movement
and is a participating member of the July 4th Coalition
terrorist umbrella group, created in 1976 by the Institute
for

Policy

Studies to

provide

a

"mass"

cover for

Rockefeller planned professional terrorism starting July
4. In August 1976 the Clamshell ran a trial run occupation
of the Seabrook site with 180 members occupying the site
backed up by a support rally of 1000. All 180 were
arrested on trespassing and resisting arrest charges and
all have since been convicted. This year, estimates of the

which will discuss both "the discipline of stopping con
struction of nuclear power facilities" in the US, and

bolstered by contingents sent in from ecology groups

pacifist resistance to nuclear proliferation.

throughout the country, the July 4th Coalition in New

size

of the

occupation

run

into

several thousands,

York, and the Mass People's Organizing Committee,
Training

another Bicentenial umbrella concoction.

Demonstrators are undergoing extensive military-type

The local groups which comprise the Clamshell are an

training for the April 30 occupation, under the direction
of Sucki Rice or the American Friends Service's Quaker

assorted selection from already existing anarchist, Maoist

Project,

which

participated

in

Institute

for

Policy

and Institute for Poli cy Studies-linked local community
control groups. Most notorious of the individuals in

Studies seminars on community control run by Arthur

volved in the Alliance is Sam Lovejoy, a rabid anti

Waskow and John Sprigel from the Lemburg Center for

nuclear advocate who has had enough money to follow

The Study of Violence. The War Resisters League-run

the

Movement for a New SOciety is also marginally involved

counterorganizing; he is a former associate of People's

Fusion

Energy

Foundation

around

the country

in this training as a part of their global training operation

Bicentenial Commission head, Jeremy Rifkin. Lovejoy is

in pacifist "direct action civil disobedience" coordinated

also the producer of a film, "Sam Lovejoy's Nuclear

by Beverly Woodward, and held in seven countries, in
various parts of the world.
Training for the Seabrook

demonstration includes

War,"

which

advocates

any

means

necessary

to

sabotage the future of nuclear energy. In a recent con
versation

with

a

reporter,

Lovejoy

responded

to

breaking demonstrators down into platoon size "affinity

questions on the Seabrook saying, "They'll have to kill us

groups" each with a designated commander, called a

to get us out of there."

"spoke" (for spokesperson) who, during the occupation,

escaped

will transmit orders and information from a central

criminal charges stemming from his destruction of a

command unit to his "affinity group. " An "Occupiers'

meteorological antenna in Montague, Mass.

Handbook" has been published as a basic reference for

Lovejoy somehow recently'

conviction and a

jail

sentence

on Federal

The Boston Clamshell selection is made up of an
assortment of individuals from the IPS run Cambridge

this T-group battalion.

Institute with support from the Socialist Workers Party,
infiltrated by the FBI who gave it to IPS and Wall Street
Funding

Funding for the

lawyers in the early 1970s, and the Progressive Workers
is

Party, a miniscule Maoist sect which has been involved

managed primarily by the Ford Foundation, Rockefeller

in the Boston busing riots. This sectlet is conveniently

Brothers Fund and

"environmentalist
Rockefeller

movement"

Family Foundation.

housed in the offices of the American Friends Service

However, for specific terrorist deployments, additional

Committee, one of the oldest of the "Fabian" conduits for

Wall Street-controlled foundations are used to conduit

covert intelligence operations in the United States.

funds. The Friends of the Earth, for example receives its
'
primary public funding from the Kaplan Foundation

Connecticut Anti-Nuclear Center (CANCER) which is

In Storrs, Connecticut, the Clamshell affiliate is the

(identified in 1967 by Newsweek as a conduit for CIA

run by local Naderites

covert operations money) . The July 4th Coalition received
heavy funding from a series of similar CIA conduit

Revolutionary Union, an organization originally set up in

foundations and individuals including Cora Weiss, a

growth and anti-Soviet propaganda and to serve as a

member of the Coalition, and a director of the Samuel

provacateur aparatus in factories and urban ghettos.

Rubin Foundation. The Stern Family Fund, Rabinowitz

The

Foundation and Field Foundation have all funded par

Coalition affiliate is composed of the local trade union

ticipants

police countergang, New Unity, which led a physical

connected

to

the

new

"radical

ecology"

operation. Confirmation of funding organizations and
exact figures is an area of investigation that could be
greatly facilitated through Congressional channels.

along

with members of the

the San Francisco Bay Area to push "radical" zero

Amherst,

Massachusetts

Alternative

Energy

assault on the Massachusetts State Assembly in 1975
seriously

injuring

several

State

Legislators;

a few

Naderites and members of Sam Lovejoy's communes
are thrown in. Each of the remaining elements in the

Seabrook

The Seabrook occupation on April 30 is being organized
under the auspices of the Clamshell Alliance, a coalition
2
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Clamshell Alliance is a similar, quickly devised assort
ment of chocolates, nuts and fruits regurgitated from
earlier private intelligence projects.

Additional outside support to the Seabrook occupation
is being built for by the Friends of the Earth coordinated
by IPS associate and mid-Atlantic FOE chairman,

construction of
tersburg.

The

nuclear power station in nearby Win

a

rally

is

coordinated

by

the

"En

vironmental Clearing House." headed by Kevin Dahl, a

Lorna Salzman and Boston FOE head Ann Rooseveldt. a

Phoenix lawyer deeply involved in the IPS' Fund for

former energy aide to Senator Edward Kennedy.

Investigative Journalism and its Arizona Project" (to
watergate

National Support Demonstrations

leading

conservative

politicians,

the

Teamster's union, etc.) . Participants in the demon

Diablo Canyon: There will be two demonstrations

strations include representatives from the "Arizonans

here organized under the umbrella of the newly founded

for Safe Energy," Sierra Club, FOE, " The Committee
for Non-Nuclear Futures," a Naderite group, and

*

People Against Nuclear Power, a coalition made up of
the War Resister's League, Berkeley Students for Clean

"The Canadian Greenpeace

Energy and the AFSC, with branches in San Francisco,

financed

Berkeley, Palo Alto, Santa Cruz, Modesto and San Luis

deployed against Soviet fishing vessels, and has claimed

Obispo. The first demonstration will be on April 30 at the
Lawrence Livermore high energy physics labs, around

IPS

linked

Foundation,"

organization

a heavily

which

has

been

in the past to have "access" to stolen nuclear fuels.
*

Trojan: This will be a small demonstration with little

demands that the labs convert to "research" of wind

organizational support, to be held in downtown Portland,

mills and solar collectors. The second demonstration will
be on May 1 consisting of a march from the Bay Area to

Oregon protesting the already operating Trojan reactor.

the Diablo Canyon nuclear power station and a rally in

the Wayne State Energy and Environment Information

*

Fermi: This demonstration is being organzied from

The Carter Ad

Project. Investigation into the scope and complexion of

ministration's option to escalate this affair is quite

this event is incomplete, but Michigan PIRG, the Sierra

support of the Seabrook festivities.
visible,

as

David

Hartsough,

one

of

the

leading

organizers of the event and an AFSC member, described

Club and FOE chapters each claim to have no knowledge
of the event.

a contingency plan: a full occupation of the reactor if the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission issues it an operating
Beyond Apri/30

permit prior to May. 1.
*

Caloway: A mass demonstration and "Safe Energy

Fair" is planned in Fulton, Missouri to protest plans to

Depending

on

the

extent

operations, there are a

of

broad

success
array

of

in

April

30

occupations

construct a nuclear plant in nearby Caloway County on

confrontations and riots in the planning stages which

April 30-May 1. Coordinating this event is the "Great

may

Plains Coalition" created in January 1977 by "radical
ecology" groups from Illinois, Iowa, Missouri and

prominent of these are plans in the Seattle, Washington

be

conducted

next

across

the

country.

Most

area to stage an occupation of the U.S. Navy Trident

(!)

Kansas, including the Missouri FOE, "Missourians for

nuclear submarine base

Safe Energy," the "Peoples Energy Party" from Kansas

the Skagit Valley nuclear site outside Seattle. These

and "direct action" plans for

Open Road,

and Illinois and "Free Environment" in Iowa. David

plans are each endorsed by the terrorist

Corney. an intelligence operative formerly with Prin
ceton University (where he monitored Soviet scientific

feature the involvement of Paul Zilsel, a known terrorist
controller connected to the New World Liberation Front,

developments), and now a leading Naderite with the

Weather

"Citizens for a Better Environment" in Chicago will also

Brigade. Zilsel recently told a reporter that "things will

attend this event.
Demonstrators will march from Fulton to the Caloway

get hot here" in reference to anti-nuclear actions. There

site in a "procession of waste" (carrying garbage cans) .

of the Walla Walla state penetentiary in Seattle, in

Underground

and

the

Jonathan

and

Jackson

are also rumors that terrorists are planning to break out

At the site they will hold a rally against the plant and

cluding jailed Jonathan Jackson Brigade terrorist Ed

cheer the Seabrook occupation, and then return to Fulton

Meade, and "steal nuclear fuel"

on a "Parade of Safe Energy." Various estimations are

nuclear complex nearby.

given on the size of this event, ranging from 2,000-15,000,

In the San Francisco Bay Area. anti-nuclear activists
on whet
expect a full "confrontation" with authorities, but are only
no
more specific than "this coming fall at the latest."

depen
" ding
engaged to draw drug freaks and lumpen youth into the
event.
*

Palo Verde: There will be a small demonstration of

about 200 in downtown Phoenix, Arizona protesting the

from the Hanford

Elsewhere, there are plans for further occupations in New
England and no doubt other regions, whic h require
widespread and in-depth investigation immediately.
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